
 

Day 4 - It’s Getting Real!



Goal of the Chart Your Course Challenge

At the end of  5 days, you’ll have the knowledge, the tools, 
and a concrete plan in place to create your course, 
membership, or training program.



Day 1 - Recap
#1 - Pick your niche! - There will be a thread in the announcement section of 
the group where you can either comment with your niche or simply comment 
“Done” if you prefer.

If you need some help in picking your niche, start a new post in the group with 
#pickmyniche and ask for some feedback. Provide as much detail as you can so 
group members can help you narrow it down!

#2 - Write out your vision for 3, 5, and 10 years from now. If you’re more of a 
visual person, cut/paste some pictures to help you make it more real. Take a 
couple minutes every day to review this and keep your vision top of mind.



Day 2 Assignments
#1 - Determine the Format - Fill out the Format Worksheet with all the 
necessary details. Use the slides today as a reference.

#2 - Clearly Define Your End Goal -Write this out as a one sentence statement. 
This is your program!

#3 - Define the Path - Visually write out the path and figure out the major 
milestones that your students will need to accomplish.

#4 - Name Your Program - This step might take a little time so that you can 
come up with the right name. For naming help, you can also post in the Chart 
Your Course group with #whatsmyname and our creative group can help! 
Include as much information as you can along with any particular words you like.



Day 3 Assignments

#1 - Define “Your Perfect Client”. Make a list and write down all of the 
characteristics of this fictional person.

#2 - Establish an Authority Site (if you don’t have one already). Follow the steps 
in the video on this page and start your site. As part of the sign-up process, you’ll 
be choosing your domain name for your authority site, which is very important.

#3 - Write A Plan For Building Your Audience. Determine where and how you 
will build your audience. This may end up being a longer term plan, but it’s 
important to put a plan together so you can focus on the tasks needed to make it 
happen.

https://itsalovelylife.com/start-your-blog-for-2-75-a-month/


Day 4 - It’s Getting Real!

Today we will covering these topics:

● Setting Up The Infrastructure Of Your School - Special Offer!
● Creating Your Content



CourseGo - Special Offer! 

Chart Your Course Challenge Special - Go to: Get.CourseGo.com

20% off Pro or Premium Plans & 14 Day Free Trial*

*as long as you remain a subscriber. Cancel anytime.



Sell That Course - We Want To Offer You More!

Chart Your Course Challenge Special!

$997 or 3 Payments of $397

Includes 6 Months of CourseGo Premium! ($1794 Value)

Also, $100 off CourseGo Premium after 6 months as long as you stay on with us!

https://sellthatcourse.com


Why you need a professional school platform
Automation - The school platform should be capable of handling advanced 
marketing automation and student management.

Accept Credit Cards - This is how you get paid!

Unlimited Scalability - You need to be able to grow without restriction. You want to 
help as many students as possible, right?

Easy Content Building - You need something very user friendly that can create 
professional looking curriculum and content pages without a graphic design degree!

Independently Hosted from Your Website - It’s critical to have your online school 
hosted separately from your business website.



Creating Your Content

Start With An Outline

On Day 2, you defined the end goal, path, and milestones for your program. Now, 
it’s time to take that information and translate it into a written outline.

Your outline is an extremely important step in creating your content. It’s your overall 
organization of your program and it will help you clarify what you need to do.

Don’t rush the outline creation process!

In the following slides, we’ll give an example of an outline for a hypothetical course 
to give you some inspiration for creating your own.



Hypothetical Course: Throwing A Football

It may look like this for a hypothetical course on how to throw a football:

Where are they starting?: Cannot throw a football

Where will they be ending?: Able to throw a football 30 yards with a perfect spiral

End Goal Statement: In 30 days,  you’ll have the training to throw a football 30 
yards with a perfect spiral.



Module 1 - Mechanics of Throwing

Goal: Understand the ideal football throwing mechanics

● How to choose your throwing arm
● Overview of proper football throwing mechanics
● How to ingrain proper throwing mechanics
● Drills to perfect proper throwing mechanics



Module 2 - How to increase throwing velocity and 
distance

● Explanation of what increases throwing velocity
● Examples of athletes with desirable throwing velocity and distance
● Video breakdown with an emphasis on throwing velocity and distance
● Drills to improve throwing velocity and distance



Module 3 - How to throw with a perfect spiral

● Explanation of how the perfect spiral is achieved
● Examples of athletes that throw with a perfect spiral and why
● Video breakdown with an emphasis on the perfect spiral
● Drills to refine the perfect spiral



Module 4 - How to put it all together

● Explanation of combining proper mechanics, throwing distance & velocity, 
and the perfect spiral

● Examples of athletes that throw with this perfect combination
● Video breakdown isolating common faults and how to avoid them
● Drills to put it all together
● Chart to track progress and record results of improvement



It May Take Time To Get Your Outline Right

If you are planning to have assignments, quizzes, and/or learning aids for your 
students, add these into your outline where appropriate.

Keep in mind, developing the outline for your course is a process. For us, it 
involves a week or more of jotting down ideas, defining categories, refining our 
thoughts, re-writing some categories and adjusting it until we feel like it is 
complete.

Even after we feel it is complete, it still ends up changing slightly as we create the 
content for the course. This is natural and you want to be able to admit to 
yourself when changes need to be made in order to best accomplish the path 
you have set for your students.



How To Create The Content For Your Program
Now that you have the organization of your course set, it is time to start creating 
your content. Creating your content will likely be an extensive process. 

Here are some tips and suggestions to get through this ultra important step in 
creating your online course business:

Create your content in chunks. Take one category at a time and chip away at 
the material. It really helps to focus on an individual topics with all your 
brainpower in order to create the best content possible.

When you face an inevitable roadblock, move onto an easy task to get 
moving again. This WILL happen. Don’t let minor roadblocks get in your way and 
keep making progress one step at a time.



Content Creation - Continued

Have your text content edited. It is very difficult to effectively edit your own 
content. Have someone that is excellent with grammar and writing thoroughly edit 
for you. After the edits are done, have someone else you trust read through the 
material and correct anything that was still missed. 

Set goals for creating content. This is very important. Set a goal to get a certain 
topic or category completed in one day. Hold yourself to this goal and don’t let any 
excuses get in the way. This could mean a late night of work or forgoing a fun 
activity, but it will be well worth the sacrifice in the end. Keep the end goal in mind 
and accomplish your mini goals along the way.



Tips For Creating Video Content

Filming video content for your course could be a full course itself! 

Write an outline or script for your video. If you are a good speaker, you may be 
able to get by with just an outline of your material. Include all the important points 
you want to make in your video in the outline. If you are not a great public speaker 
(yet), you may instead prefer to write out a full script. There are apps available for 
the iPad that will turn it into a teleprompter that will move to the sound of your 
voice. Just work hard not to make it look like you are reading the material.

Consider using a screen recording app such as Loom. If you’re not 
comfortable being on camera, it is completely fine to present your course 
information using presentation slides. 



Video Content - Continued
If you are not experienced with video, and you want to be on camera, ask for 
help in getting a shot set up that looks professional. Since video is so popular 
these days, you may have a friend with experience in this area, or if you have the 
budget, you may prefer to hire someone to help you shoot your videos.

Make sure your shot is well lit. This may require a small investment if you are 
shooting indoors in a room that does not have a lot of natural light. Thankfully, 
there are some great options on Amazon that can make all the difference. Having 
a poorly lit video will detract from your message considerably.

Make sure the audio is very clear. Depending on the camera you use, you 
should consider buying an inexpensive external microphone to make sure you 
have good sound.



Video Content - Continued

Consider hiring a freelancer to edit your videos. Unless you are experienced 
in this area, video editing might be something to outsource. Consider hiring a 
freelancer from a platform like Upwork or Fiverr to help you edit your videos. 
Make sure you carefully review their portfolio before working with a freelancer to 
ensure the best possible fit.

Consider adding subtitles to your videos. This way, those with hearing 
disabilities will be able to easily follow along with your content. Many people will 
also watch videos with the sound off if they are in areas where playing the sound 
is not possible. An easy way to get your captions is to upload your video to Rev 
and they will accurately transcribe your videos very inexpensively.



Video Content - Continued

When you are filming and you make a mistake, don’t stop and start over. 
It’s natural to make mistakes! When you make one, simply repeat the line the 
way you intended it to be and keep moving. It is easy in the editing process to cut 
out these mistakes.

Be confident and knowledgeable in your videos. It’s important to project 
authority, and for some people, this may require some practice. Keep in mind, 
you know way more about this subject than your students, so be confident in 
your words! The other thing that is important is to stay calm and not be “stiff”. 
Remaining “loose” and relatable to your audience will do wonders for building 
your relatability and trust as an authority.



CourseGo - Special Offer! 

Chart Your Course Challenge Special - Go to: Get.CourseGo.com

20% off Pro or Premium Plans & 14 Day Free Trial*

*as long as you remain a subscriber. Cancel anytime.

http://get.coursego.com


Sell That Course - We Want To Offer You More!

Chart Your Course Challenge Special!

$997 or 3 Payments of $397

Includes 6 Months of CourseGo Premium! ($1794 Value)

Also, $100 off CourseGo Premium after 6 months as long as you stay on with us!

https://sellthatcourse.com


Day 4 Assignments

Assignment #1 - Create a rough outline for your program. Take your time with 
this and know that this could take some time to complete.

Assignment #2 - Setup your school!

We have 2 great options for you as discussed today:

Sell That Course - SellThatCourse.com  ***Signing up will get you 6 months of 
the CourseGo platform included. 

Here’s the link for a 14-Day Trial and Chart Your Course Challenge Pricing (20% 
off) for CourseGo platform itself. You’ll get this discount EVERY month!

https://sellthatcourse.com
http://get.coursego.com

